Doctor of Professional Studies in Computing

Guide for Formatting the Dissertation


1. Organization of the Dissertation Manuscript

1.1 Dissertation Manuscript: Front Matter

Title Page. This is page i, but the page number should not be printed.

Approval/Signature Page. This is page ii, but the page number should not be printed.

Abstract. This is one or two pages (page iii or pages iii and iv) but the page number(s) should not be printed. NOTE: Dissertation Abstracts limits the length of an abstract to 350 words.

Acknowledgments. This is page iv or v, depending on the length of the abstract, but the page number should not be printed.

Table of Contents. This is page v or vi, depending on the length of the abstract. The page number should be printed centered at the bottom of the page.

List of Tables. Continue to print lower case Roman numerals, in sequence, at the bottom of the page(s).

List of Figures. Continue to print lower case Roman numerals, in sequence, at the bottom of the page(s).


1.2 Dissertation: Text
Pages of the text must have page numbers in Arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corner. The first page of Chapter 1 shall be page 1. 


1.3 Dissertation: Back Matter
Pages of the back matter portion of the dissertation must have page numbers in Arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corner of the page and must be numbered consecutively. The page number of the first page of the back matter must be one greater than the page number of the last page of the last chapter of the dissertation.

Appendixes 
Possible appendixes include:
– Correspondence from individuals involved in the study
– Officials granting permission to use facilities
– Supervisors granting permission to conduct the investigation
– Questionnaires
– Unpublished tests
– Raw data
– Computer programs
– Computer outputs
- Computer screens
- Interactive online sessions
– Additional tables to supplement material in the text
– Additional figures to supplement material in the text
– Additional charts to supplement material in the text

Reference List

The reference list must contain an entry for every work cited in the paper. It must follow the style shown in the Dissertation Guide. The references should be in alphabetical order by first author and numbered sequentially. They should include author, title, publisher/journal/proceedings, page number(s), and publication date. Citations in the body of the paper should have the number of the paper in square brackets ([]). 

For example: 
  
The task of working in unknown areas is difficult to say the least [11]. According to Stevens [12], this is compounded by .........



References 

[11] J. Smith and T. Jones, "Analyzing results in a vacuum", Proceedings Third IEEE Symposium on Thinking, pp. 34-45,     San Francisco, CA, IEEE Press 1998 

[12] K. Stevens, "To think or not to think", Comm. ACM, vol. 35, no. 6, pp. 513-516, 1997


2. Formatting Requirements
This section contains requirements for margins, line spacing, page numbering, type style, subheadings, tables and figures included in the body of the text, plus format requirements for some of the front matter and back matter sections. 


Margins
The left-hand margin must be wide enough for binding, usually 1.5 inches. Margins at the right, top, and bottom of the page should be 1 inch. (See exception for chapter title pages below.) The dissertation text may be left-justified (leaving a ragged right edge) or may be both left- and right-justified.

Line Spacing
Double-spacing is required for most of the text in the dissertation. Pages for the abstract, acknowledgments, and parts of the table of contents, however, must be single-spaced in the final dissertation manuscript. Single-spacing also can be used for table titles and headings, figure captions, references in a reference list (but double-spacing is required between references in the list), footnotes, and long quotations. Long quotations may be indented five spaces. 

Paragraph Spacing
Single space between paragraphs, double space between new sections. Avoid open white spaces. Material within a chapter should be kept together. Chapters begin on new pages. 

Page Numbering
Page numbers for preliminary pages should be lowercase roman numerals, centered at the bottom of the page. All other pages should have page numbers in arabic numerals in the upper right-hand corner. The number should appear at least one inch from the right-hand edge of the page, in the space between the top edge of the paper and the first line of text. 

Type Style
The dissertation should use a serif typeface for most of the body text. Sans serif typefaces may be used for relatively short blocks of text such as chapter headings and captions but should be avoided in long passages of text as they impede readability. Serifs provide anchor points for the eye and help lead the eye from one letter to the next.

For most serif typefaces, you should use 12-point size for body text. Times Roman 12-point is suggested. Text for the cover page may be larger but should not exceed 14-point size. Text for the chapter title text should be 14-point size. Be consistent in your use of typefaces throughout the document. Do not use a compressed typeface or any settings on your word processor that would decrease the spacing between letters or words.


Title page
Use the format of the Sample Dissertation Title Page provided at the end of guide.


Chapter Title Heading, Subheadings, and Sub-Subheadings.
It is preferred that dissertations use no more than three levels of headings in the body text. All headings should have only the first letter of each word capitalized except that non-major words shorter than four letters have no capital letters. Heading levels are as follows 

Level 1: Chapter Title Heading
This heading starts 2 inches from the top of the page, is centered on the page, and is set in 14-point type. The first line contains the chapter number, e.g., Chapter 4. The second line is blank. The third line displays the chapter title, centered on the page, and set in 14-point type.

Level 2: Subheading
Start the subheading at the left margin of the page, four spaces down from the title, set in bold 12-point type. Double–space to the body of the subheading. 

Level 3: Sub–Subheading.
Start the sub–subheading at the left margin of the page, double spaced from the subheading, set in 12-point italics. Single–space to the body of the sub–subheading. 


Tables and Figures in the Text Body
Charts, graphs, diagrams, figures, and summary tables that significantly enhance reading of the dissertation should be placed in the text body. Only include material in the text body that is needed by the reader to understand the point(s) you are trying to make. Other material should be placed in appendixes. Tables that summarize large amounts of data are best placed at the end of the dissertation. If you have included numbers/data in your text related to some point, then the full table containing such numbers/data belong in an appendix. When using tables and figures in the body of the paper, remember that the right/left center of the body is not at the center of the paper. It is 0.25 inch to the right of center due to the 1.5 inches left binding margin. All tables and figures that are less than 
body margin must be centered properly. 


Appendixes
Place in appendixes all raw data, analytical tables, evaluation instruments, and other material important in the determination, evaluation, analysis, and description of your research that is not contained in the text body. Do not exclude material that would be necessary for another researcher to replicate your work and that is not available elsewhere.

3. Sample Pages
This form is not included in the manuscript but must be completed and delivered to the DPS program office with the final manuscript copies and signature form.
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 Sample Dissertation Title Page
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Sample Dissertation Signature (Approval) Page
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Sample First Page of Abstract

An Abstract
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The abstract must be single-spaced, less than 350 words and should not exceed two pages in length.



NOTE: This is Page iii but the number should not be printed.


Sample Second Page of Abstract (if needed)
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NOTE: If needed, this will be page iv but the number should not be printed.
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